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ABSTRACT: Cloud computing is parallel and distributed system and delivery of IT services via the Internet and 
everyone can access their documents and application from anywhere and at anytime. Cloud computing is a distributed 
paradigm and it gives a remedy for solving huge scale problem. Scheduling the task is a challenging in the cloud 
environment and fulfilling performance, minimum execution time, shortest response time. Dynamic scheduling is used 
at the time of allocating a task to VM and gives deadline to the task. There are different factor considered in scheduling 
algorithm for load balancing, system throughput, system reliability.In cloud computing performance evaluation of 
algorithm is important and survey on various scheduling algorithm.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Cloud computing is different way of using the IT resources, which some resources are free and some are paid 

services. Cloud computing is builds on virtualization efficient pooling of resources to create on demand, elastic, self-
managing infrastructure that can be allocated. By growing demand and cloud computing infrastructure benefits, 
different types of computing can be performed in a cloud environment. Cloud provides software oriented computing 
model that allows delivery of IT sources over the internet and follows the pay as you cross billing version where users 
are chased based totally on their useful resources intake [11]. Cloud offering are majorly categorized as: IaaS which 
include a raw infrastructure and related middle ware, PaaS which includes API for developing program on an summary 
platform and SaaS  gives help for far away software program offering.    

 
The scheduling is a mapping of the running task. It has different Qos will be considered like deadline and scheduling 

focus on deadline and their performance. There are two way of delivery of services, one is entire application as service 
and another one is a basic services combined to build with complex application. Cloud offers a cost and performance 
benefits for executing as compared to the traditional distributed execution environment like grid and a cluster. It has 
some benefits like infinite economical resources, direct on demand provision, performance, variation etc. workflow 
execution in cloud has two staged, first is resources provisioning phase to run task and second is scheduling a task. 

The scheduling algorithms are optimally dispatch task to the resources by cloud resources manager. There are 
different algorithms used to minimize the total execution time of task in cloud and allocate suitable resources to the 
task try to minimize overall execution time of task. Following are different type of algorithm used  

 Static Scheduling v/s Dynamic Scheduling : 
In Static Scheduling, information about the all available resources in the cloud as well as all the needs of 
jobs knowing in advance and after that the job is mapped to suitable resource. No job failure and resources 
are assumed available all the time. 
In Dynamic Scheduling, the task allocation is done on the go as the application executes, where it is not 
possible to find the execution time. The jobs are entering dynamically and the scheduler has to work hard in 
decision making to allocate resources. The advantage of the dynamic over the static scheduling is that the 
system need not possess the runtime behaviour of the application before it runs. 
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 Pre-emptive vs. Non pre-emptive scheduling : 
In Preemptive Scheduling, preemption is allowed that is the current execution of the job can be interrupted 
and the job is migrated to another resource. In Non preemptive Scheduling, a job should entirely be 
completed in the resource. 
 

 Immediate vs. Batch Scheduling : 
In Immediate Scheduling, as soon as the job is arriving, it is scheduled as there will be no waiting for the 
next time interval. In Batch Scheduling, Jobs are first grouped into some batches, and then they are 
allocated to the resources by the scheduler 

II. NEED OF SCHEDULING IN CLOUD 
 
Cloud services like storage, bandwidth resources and compute are available and that will be schedule by user. Cloud 

is application scalability and cloud resources provisioning requirement to cloud. Cloud services are accessible by at 
lower costs. These services are scheduled by new strategy algorithm used to overcome the issue in user and resources. 
New scheduling algorithm may use some of the scheduling concepts to merge and form new algorithm provided the 
efficient and better scheduling [2]. 

Initially grid will be used for scheduling but result is decreased as compare to cloud. Now cloud gives the better 
performance in scheduling then it will be used. The workflow management system to meet QoS requirement but in grid 
traditional approach resources reservation performed. Cloud application require complex execution environment but 
difficult to create on grid. In grid has different configuration which results in extra effort required.  

In cloud computing traditional scheduling algorithm used for task scheduling of users.The problem is that there may 
be no relationship between the overhead application base and the way that different tasks cause overhead costs of 
resources in cloud systems [1]. For large number of simple tasks this increases the cost and the cost is decreased if we 
have small number of complex tasks. 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE OF WORKFLOW IN CLOUD 
 
A scientific workflow system is a specialized form of a workflow management system designed specifically to 

compare and execute a series of computational or data manipulation steps or workflow in a specific application. This 
includes providing an easy to use and to create own workflows. After executing the workflows view their result in real 
time and workflow is collection of steps of execution. . 

 T = {T1, T2, T3,.….,Tn}  
A workflow W = (T, E) is DAG graph  
Where, 
 W = workflow, 
 T = set of task,  
E = set of directed edges that representing data. 

 

 
Fig 1 : execution of task workflow in cloud 
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In fig1 the system architecture describes the workflow of execution of task. Two main steps involved print the 
execution first one is resources provided for execution of task. Second is mapping the task onto resources for schedule 
that task in execution. The workflow is a set of task executing steps in scheduling. The WMS is obtaining resources 
when they need and released after execution and reduced the cost of execution. Input requires to WMS like deadline 
limitation and resources identify for describe its requirement. WMS is takes input that obtain resources and provided 
resources, schedule task on that resources and manage it. This is consists of three parts:  first, resources provisioning 
has capacity estimation and resources pro-current is identify resources. Second part, workflow scheduling mapping the 
resources and task for scheduling and third part execution manger is execute schedule task. Create a VM when we have 
to allocate resources on it. During allocation MFPQS algorithm used for each task allocate to the VM, which task has 
higher priority and VM destroyed after execution. 

IV. SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS 
 
There are different scheduling algorithms is used in the cloud computing considered different factor, strategy, 

various technique. Following are different scheduling algorithm: 
 
A. Round Robin Algorithm: 

This is simplest algorithm using the concept of time quantum and time divided into multiple parts. Each node is 
given a particular time slot and node will perform its operation. In this quantum play a very important role for 
scheduling algorithm if the time period is large then round robin is same as FCFS algorithm. If the time period is 
small then round robin algorithm called processor sharing algorithm [7]. 
 

B. A Priority Based Job Scheduling Algorithm: 
A lot of job given to the system for scheduling and some of them need to execute fast therefore there is need 
priority given to the each job. Ghanbari et al. [8] proposed a new priority based job scheduling algorithm in cloud 
computing containing performance throughput as scheduling parameter. It is used to obtain high performance and 
achieve best system throughput. 
 

C. Minimum Execution Time:  
Minimum Execution Time (MET) allocate each task in random way to the machine with the minimum expected 
execution time for that task[6]. The aim of MET is to give each task to its best machine and  cause a severe load 
imbalance across machines.  
 

D.  Min-min Task Scheduling Algorithm: 
The Min-min heuristic algorithm consists of the set of all unmapped tasks and set of minimum completion time. 
Task assign to the minimum completion time of that machine. When last step newly mapped task is deleted and 
process repeats until all task mapped. Many tasks are assigned to the machines that complete time is earliest and 
execution is faster. The main problem is Min-min gives higher priority to small tasks; it increases Response time for 
large tasks [11]. 
 

E. Max-min Task Scheduling Algorithm:  
The Max-min heuristic algorithm is similar to min-min task scheduling algorithm. The Max-min heuristic consists 
of the set of unmapped tasks and theset of minimum completion times.This algorithmselects maximum completion 
time and assigns to machine. The newly mapped task is removed from set of task, and the process is repeating until 
all tasks are mapped. If one task has short execution time and another has long execution time then mapping the 
task with longer execution time and allowsexecuting concurrently the task has short time. This algorithm improves 
the performance and makespan and also gives mapping with load balanced across machine [13]. 
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F. Resource-Aware-Scheduling algorithm (RASA): 
SaeedParsa and Reza Entezari-Maleki [9] proposed task scheduling algorithm and consist of two 
traditionalalgorithmone is Max-min and another Min-min algorithm.  RASA uses only the advantages of Max-min 
and Min-min algorithm and this is not considered the cost of communication, cost of execution task on resources, 
rate of arriving task and deadline of task. This algorithm has batch mode scheduling method and makespan 
considered as scheduling parameter.  
 

G. Scalable Heterogeneous Earliest-Finish-Time Algorithm (SHEFT): 
Cui Lin, Shiyong Lu [10] proposed an SHEFT workflow scheduling algorithm to schedule a workflow on a Cloud. 
The results show several representative workflow scheduling algorithms in optimizing workflow execution time. 
This SHEFT algorithm has scheduling method is dependency mode, Execution time and scalability considered as 
scheduling parameter.It enables resources to scale elastically during workflow execution. 
 

H. Multiple QoS Constrained Scheduling Strategy of Multi-Workflows (MQMW): 
MengXu, LizhenCui, Haiyang Wang, Yanbing Bi [14] proposed scheduling algorithm on multiple workflows and 
multiple QoS and has different strategy for implementation. The scheduling access rate is increased by using this 
strategy. This algorithm uses to minimize the make span and cost of workflows for cloud. This MQMW algorithm 
has scheduling method is dependency mode and batch mode, Scheduling success rate,cost,time, make 
spanconsidered as scheduling parameter and used to schedule the workflow dynamically with minimize the 
execution time and cost. 
 

I. Deadline constrained workflow scheduling algorithm: 
Abrishami et al. [15] proposed two scheduling algorithms first one-phase algorithm and two phase algorithm. In the 
cloud computing workflow consists of description of the wide range of scientific applications and has aIaaS cloud 
model, application model and performance criteria. In IaaS cloud uses the one phase algorithm that marked the 
dummy nodes at the time of actual start time. Firstly assigned node received after that unassigned node schedules 
by this algorithm. In two phase algorithm has two parts, deadline distribution and planning. Workflow deadline id 
distributed for each tasks and in next phase assign sub deadline each tasks and its performance evaluated by 
comparing performance of synthetic workflow. Time complexity Performance considered as scheduling parameter 
and its merits has a polynomial time complexity and High performance is achieved. 
 

J. Load Balanced Min-min Algorithm:  
The traditional Min-Min algorithm is a simple algorithm that produces a schedule that minimizes the makespan than 
the other traditional algorithms in the literature. But it fails to produce a load balanced schedule. Load Balanced 
Min-Min (LBMM) algorithm is proposed that reduces the makespan and increases the resource utilization. The 
proposed method has two-phases. In the first phase the traditional Min-Min algorithm is executed and in the second 
phase the tasks are rescheduled to use the unutilized resources effectively [16]. 
 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
The taskscheduling is the main issue in the cloud computing. In this paper, we are surveyed the various existing task 

scheduling algorithm in cloud and considered their parameters such as time complexity, makespan, load balance and 
method. This task scheduling algorithm provides more reliability, higher performance and cost effective. The purposeof 
the scheduling in cloud computing is enhancing the availability and reliability.In future scope we considered large 
number of parameter in scheduling algorithm satisfying the needs of user. 
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